
Overview
The rate at which technology is advancing has many saying job automation is inevitable. 
However, before artificial intelligence takes over the workforce, something else may need to 
change: the consumer. Even if the perfect hairdressing robot comes along, would anyone 
actually use it? Study.com asked people of all ages how they really feel about artificial 
intelligence doing various tasks for them, and the results may surprise you.

We conducted an online survey of 1031 adults in the U.S. ages 18 - 60+ and asked them 
whether they’d trust a robot powered by artificial intelligence to do things like write their will, 
invest their money, perform surgery and more. Results have a margin of error of +/- 3 percent. 
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Deliver packages

Clean your house

Recommend movie and TV shows

Provide technical support

Landscape your yard

Recommend colleges to apply to

Service your car

Be your personal trainer

Research and report news

Prepare your food

Prepare your taxes

Be a security guard

Replace sales people in retail stores

Pick out your wardrobe

Walk your dog

Teach your child

Drive your car

Run your social media feed

Invest your money

Write your will

Prescribe medication

Perform surgery

Interview candidates for a job

Negotiate your salary

Plan your wedding

Cut your hair

Give you relationship advice

Transport your child to school

Pick your political party's senatorial candidate

Defend you in court

Pick your spouse

WOULD YOU LET A ROBOT POWERED BY AI:
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Survey Highlights:

Consumers are less comfortable with AI performing very personal tasks.

While 73% of respondents were comfortable with a robot powered by artificial intelligence cleaning 
their house or delivering their packages, the level of comfort drops significantly as tasks get more 
personal. Only 18% of respondents would let artificial intelligence transport their child to school and 
14% would be okay with a robot defending them in court. As for a robot matchmaker? Forget it. Just 
8% of consumers would let artificial intelligence pick their spouse.

Self-driving cars are here, but people might not be ready for them.

Driverless cars are one of the most talked about types of automation out there. However, 71% of 
survey respondents said that they would not let a robot powered by artificial intelligence drive their 
car. Will autonomous driving really be the next big thing for the automobile industry?

Consumers are more comfortable with automation that’s related to services they’re already familiar with.

People seemed more comfortable with automation for tasks they’ve likely already been exposed to. For 
example, 70% of survey respondents would let artificial intelligence recommend movies and TV shows. 
Many people are already used to algorithms that will suggest what to watch on services like Netflix.

If the stakes are low, let AI prevail.  

If a robot delivered your package to the wrong house or trimmed your hedges too low, it’s not the 
end of the world – which is probably why 73% of people would let a robot deliver their packages and 
64% would be okay with a robot landscaping their yard. However, as the stakes get higher, people 
become less comfortable. For instance, 27% would let a robot powered by artificial intelligence invest 
their money, 23% would let a robot perform surgery and 18% would let a robot transport their child 
to school.

Even the lower stats show that a surprising number of people are already receptive to AI taking on 

impactful tasks. 

Only 14% of respondents would let a robot powered by AI pick their political party’s senatorial 
candidate or defend them in court. That’s still about 1 out of 7 people that would let AI have a hand 
in the country’s political future or their own legal fate! As AI becomes a bigger part of everyday life, 
consumers’ comfort level will only grow.



What This Means for the AI Revolution
Artificial intelligence is here to stay, but may not take over jobs or the U.S. economy at the rate we 

once feared if the American public isn’t quite ready for it. Tech companies will need to gain the 

public’s trust of AI technology before any widespread rollout of new products and services. 

As for the workforce? If you’re a highly specialized worker like a lawyer or surgeon, you’re 

probably safe – for now. But most of the workforce should be prepared for at least some level of 

automation in their industries. As technology continues to develop and company needs evolve, 

the ability to learn is becoming the most in-demand soft skill in the workplace. Find learning 

opportunities that will help you adapt to new roles and functions, and future-proof your career.

Questions?

For any questions about these survey results, 

please contact study.press@study.com 


